
 

Specials > WOLMAN, LETTRISM, SOUND 
POETRY AND BEYOND  
 
The Specials programs focus on projects by artists and 
curators who have some kind of connection to the Museum's 
programming and the MACBA Collection. To complement the 
exhibition Gil J Wolman. I am immortal and alive, Frédéric 
Acquaviva reconstructs the link between Lettrism and sound 
poetry, so as to recover a piece of sound art history that is 
full of noise and fury. 
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Curated by Frédéric Acquaviva  
 
Frédéric Acquaviva (1967) has been an experimental music 
composer since 1991. He has released works on Al Dante 
and has worked with Pierre Guyotat, Jean-Luc Parant and 
F. J. Ossang. He has also arranged Lettrist symphonies by 
Isidore Isou and Maurice Lemaître, as well as creating 
radiophonies for France Culture.  
 
As an independent curator he specialises in Lettrism and 
sound poetry, and has organized exhibitions on Gil J Wolman, 
Isidore Isou, Maurice Lemaître, Henri Chopin and Pierre 
Albert-Birot. He has also written two books on Jacques 
Spacagna and Bernard Heidsieck for the Publisher Francesco 
Conz in Verona.  
 
More info: www.frederic-acquaviva.net 
 

 

 

WOLMAN, LETTRISM, 
SOUND POETRY AND 
BEYOND 
 
In 1950, after meeting Isidore Isou and joining the Lettrist movement, Gil J 
Wolman invented the notion of mégapneumie, poems of breath and pure sound. 
Although his seminal sound work has been largely overlooked, it was a precursor 
of sound poetry and is one of the key elements of Lettrist poetry. This radio 
program reconstructs the link between Lettrism, sound poetry, and the work of 
some isolated but fundamental figures, so as to recover a piece of sound art 
history.  

 
01. Summary 
    
By means of the ironic procedure of the derive, which has led me, sometimes 
breathlessly, through many of the MACBA’s nooks and crannys – from Plaça dels 
Àngels with its skateboarders to a range of different spaces inside the Museum –, 
I have tried to reveal the connections between Lettrism, sound poetry, and a few 
poets who work with the voice in original ways in my ninth radiophony.  
 
Based on unreleased on the Internet – some of which I have recreated myself over 
the past 15 years (in collaboration with Isou, Lemaître or Broutin, for example) – 
I’ve been able to recover the main figures of this specific type of sound art, which 
has a surprising richness that surpasses by far the phonetic fragments produced 
earlier (Hausmann, Albert-Birot, Schwitters, Artaud…).  
 
Lettrism launched its first manifesto in Paris in 1946, through the voice of its 
creator and main theorist Isidore Isou. It proposed and systematised a fusion 
between poetry and music and incorporated body sounds written down with the 
help of a new alphabet, and also introduced innovations in the visual arts field 
with hypergraphy. Isou (1925-2007) and his first partner in creation, Gabriel 
Pomerand (1926-1972), were joined by François Dufrêne (1930-1982), Jean-
Louis Brau (1930-1985), Gil J Wolman (1929-1995) and Maurice Lemaître 
(1926), and later by Jacques Spacagna (1936-1990), Roberto Altmann (1942) 
Roland Sabatier (1942) and Broutin (1948), amongst others. In 1950, Gil J 
Wolman invented mégapneumie, or breath poetry, and just two years later, in 
1953, François Dufrêne bought a tape recorder and used it to compose his 
crirythmes, which were performed publicly for the first time in October 1955. 
This experiment cleared the way for more intensive use of this expressive tool, 
and in 1959, sound poetry was born with the diverse voices of Henri Chopin 
(1922-2008) and Bernard Heidsieck (1928), and even Brion Gysin (1916-
1986). 
 
In this program, I’ve also chosen to include the voices of some solitary figures 
such as Ghérasim Luca (1913-1994), who marked the end of surrealism and 
contributed to the emergence of a repetetive-interpretative poetry; Altagor (1915-
1982) and his metapoetry; Otto Muehl (1925), who could be one of the bastard 
children of mégapneumes (at least in his sound work dating from 1968), and the 
voice and words of Pierre Guyotat (1940), which can be heard in one of my 
musical compositions.  
 
Frédéric Acquaviva 
 
 

02. Playlist 
 

Gabriel Pomerand "Lances rompues pour la dame gothique", 1950 (taken from a 
poem by Isidore Isou, 1947) 
Isidore Isou "Traité de bave et d’éternité", 1951 (from the DVD Re:Voir, 2008) 
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[Gil J Wolman, ca.1951] 
 

 
[Maurice Lemaître, Isidore Isou and Jacques Spacagna in 1955 at the Librairie 
Fischbacher, where Orson Welles' "Around the world at St Germain des Prés" 
was filmed.] 
 

 
[Henri Chopin] 

 
Isidore Isou "Symphonie n. 1: la guerre", 1947 (from the CD Musiques lettristes, 
2000, sound production by Frédéric Acquaviva, 1999) 
Isidore Isou "Recherche pour un poème en prose pure", 1950 (from the tape 
Mitic, 2001) 
Isidore Isou "Recherche et application du polyautomatisme dans la poésie 
Lettriste", 1961 (from the tape EDA, 1987)  
Isidore Isou "Opus aphonistique n. 1", 1959 (recorded in 1961, Acquaviva 
Archives) 
François Dufrêne "Paix en Algérie", 1958 (from the CD OU, 2002)  
François Dufrêne "Trypticrirythme" (1966) (from the CD OU, 2002) 
François Dufrêne "Tombeau de Pierre Larousse", 1953-1958 (from the CD 
Son@rt34, 2003) 
François Dufrêne "La Cantate des mots camés", 1971-77, (from the tape Achèle, 
1983) 
Jean-Louis Brau "Ataloche roch" 1961 (from the LP Instrumentations verbales, 
2010) 
Jean-Louis Brau "Turn Back Nightingale", 1972 (from the LP L’Autonomatopek, 
1973) 
Gil J Wolman "Trits", 1951 (from the LP L’anticoncept, 1999) 
Gil J Wolman "Le ciel bouge", 1951 (from the VHS L’anticoncept, 1994) 
Gil J Wolman "Wolman et ses Callas", ca.1963 (Charlotte Wolman Archives) 
Gil J Wolman "Mégapneume", 1963 (Charlotte Wolman Archives) 
Maurice Lemaître "Symphonie n. 1: le Mariaje du Don et de la Volga" 1952 (from 
the CD-book Derrière la Salle de Bains, 2009, sound edition by Frédéric 
Acquaviva, 2007) 
Maurice Lemaitre "Roxanna", 1953 (from the CD-book Œuvres poétiques et 
musicales, 2007) 
Maurice Lemaitre "Démos", ca.1963 (from the CD-book Œuvres poétiques et 
musicales, 2007) 
Maurice Lemaître "Improvisation pour danser", 1971 (from the CD-book Œuvres 
poétiques et musicales, 2007) 
Maurice Lemaître "Poésie en haillons", 2007 (from the USB-book First 
Radiophonic Days, 2010; orchestrated by Frédéric Acquaviva)  
Jacques Spacagna "Télégramme", 1961 (from the CD-book Jacques Spacagna, le 
voyage en Italie, 2007) 
Roberto Altmann "Improvisation volubile", 2006 (from the CD-book Le Temps et 
sa musicalité, 2006) 
Roland Sabatier "Pièce pour valse, profession de foi et néant", 1975 (from the 
CDR Psi, 2003) 
Broutin "Concerto pour une bouche", 1976 (from the CDR Atelier lettrista, 2008, 
produced by Frédéric Acquaviva)  
Henri Chopin "Pêche de nuit", ca.1959 (from the CD Hundertmark, 2001) 
Henri Chopin "Throatpower", 1974 (from the LP Cantata for 2 Fats and Co, 1997) 
Bernard Heidsieck "Canal Street", 1974-1976 (from the CD-book Canal Street, 
2001) 
Bernard Heidsieck "Respiration et brêves rencontres", 1989 (from the CD-book 
Respiration et brêves rencontres, 1999) 
Altagor "Parole Transformelle", ca.1970 (Marc Vernier Archives) 
Otto Muehl "Asthetenschweinerei", 1968 (from the CD son@rt24, 2002) 
Brion Gysin "I Am That I Am", 1960 (from the CD OU, 2002) 
Gherasim Luca "Passionnément", 1973 (from the CD Corti, 2001) 
Pierre Guyotat "Coma" 1991-1996 (from the CD Casus Belli, 1996, music by 
Frédéric Acquaviva) 
Isidore Isou "Symphonie n. 4: juvenal", 2001-2004 (from the CD Juvenal, 2004, 
orchestrated by Frédéric Acquaviva) 
Gil J Wolman "Post scriptum" 1951 (from the LP L’anticoncept, 1999) 
 

 

03. Related links 

 
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Louis_Brau 
http://www.gpbroutin.com 
http://www.larevuedesressources.org/spip.php?article932 
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[Bernard Heidsieck] 

 

 
[François Dufrêne] 

 
http://www.cipmarseille.com/auteur_fiche.php?id=1138 
http://www.briongysin.com/ 
http://www.ubu.com/sound/heidsieck.html 
http://www.cipmarseille.com/evenement_fiche.php?id=608 
http://mauricelemaitre.wordpress.com/ 
http://www.archivesmuehl.org/ 
http://www.lelettrisme.com/pages/03_createurs/pomerand.php 
http://web.mac.com/rolandsabatier 
http://www.alainsatie.com/fr/ 
http://tiamojacquesspacagna.unblog.fr/ 
http://www.cipmarseille.com/evenement_fiche.php?id=655 
http://www.al-dante.org/ 
http://www.algamarghen.com/ 
http://www.archiviofconz.org 
http://lbdl.tumblr.com/ 
http://voiceofexternity.blogspot.com/ 
http://web.me.com/dagoit/derrierelasalledebains 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLXRVsbQJYA 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntQqWPduev0 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MU4vogDIkYc 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBacPKmkJHA&feature=PlayList&p=1080AE1
D4945B03C&index=0&playnext=1 
http://www.youtube.com/verify_age?next_url=http%3A//www.youtube.com/watch%
3Fv%3DsLmfZr-CjsM 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_HgqB_2SFU 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAZ7-hGteMM  
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